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The Dragonlings and the Magic Four-Leaf Clover A Dragonlings of Valdier Short The Valdier, Saraﬁn, and Curizan Lords had children who just cannot stop getting into trouble! There is nothing as cute or funny as magical, shapeshifting kids, and nothing as heartwarming as family. A little magic
can go a long way.... A campﬁre tale while on a camp-out with their dads has the dragonlings and their besties enchanted with a mythical kingdom called Glitter, home of the magical and mischievous Great King Leprechaun and the Little People. When the younglings discover their dads have
disappeared, they are certain King Leprechaun is responsible. Armed with a magic four-leaf clover, the dragonlings and their besties will do anything to save their fathers, including tricking the King by using their golden symbiots-because everyone knows a Leprechaun can't resist gold! Internationally
acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of mischief and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! {1. Family Life - Kids' Adventures (with minor cursing). 2. Fantasy. 2. Paranormal - Shifters,
Magic. 3. Action/Adventure. 4. Novella. 5. Holiday} The Dragonlings and the Magic Four-Leaf Clover A Dragonlings of Valdier Short Montana Publishing Roam's Valentine Wish Montana Publishing Love is back in the air as Valentine’s Day grows closer, but one young cat-shifter named Roam
is in danger of not receiving any Valentine’s Day cards this year! The Dragonling girls are on a mission, which of course leads to chaos, heart-warming adventures, and our favorite alien dads worrying again! I hope you enjoy this Valentine’s Day story from the Dragonlings of Valdier and The Worlds of
S.E. Smith. Wishing you all a happy Valentine’s Day! ~Susan The Dragonlings' Haunted Halloween 2 Dragonlings of Valdier: Night of the Demented Symbiots Montana Publishing The Dragonlings and their besties are excited about the preparations for another Halloween holiday. As the night
of the festival draws closer, the Dragonlings, Roam, and Alice discover a threat to the newest members of their families; the Queen of the Demented Symbiots plans to send her minions to capture the new babies and take them to the land of Halloween where she lives. With their parents busy organizing
for the huge festival for the people of Valdier in the underground cavern, the babies are left with no choice but to prepare for the ultimate battle - to save Morah, Leo, and Hope from the Queen of the Demented Symbiots! Join in a holiday adventure that you won't forget as the little ones use their special
skills to protect their friends and family in... The Dragonlings' Haunted Halloween 2: Night of the Demented Symbiots! Challenging Saber The Alliance Book 4 Montana Publishing New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction, Urban Fantasy, and Paranormal Romance brings
another action, adventure, and suspense-ﬁlled story to transport readers out of this world. Sometimes it takes losing the one thing closest to a warrior’s heart to wake the beast that lives inside him… Saber, a wounded Trivator, believes he is no longer a ﬁt warrior, much less strong enough to claim a
mate. Scarred, he does everything in his power to push away the delicate human female he has fallen in love with. He knows that she deserves a warrior who can protect her, not one that will need her constant help. Taylor Sampson may be human, but that doesn’t make her weak. She and her two
older sisters survived living on Earth for four years after their world went crazy. She is all grown up now and has her eye on the one stubborn Trivator that captured her heart seven years before. Taylor has one last requirement in order to complete her schooling. Once she ﬁnishes, she plans to show
Saber that he is the man she wants, but when the planet she is on erupts into a civil war, she is trapped behind enemy lines. When Saber discovers that Taylor has been left behind, the warrior inside him refuses to think of her as collateral damage in a savage battle for power. Journey to a lawless, alien
world and discover what happens when the beast awakens inside a damaged Trivator warrior when the woman he loves is threatened. More books in the Alliance series: Hunter’s Claim: The Alliance Book 1 Razor’s Traitorous Heart: The Alliance Book 2 Dagger’s Hope: The Alliance Book 3 Saber’s
Challenge: The Alliance Book 4 Destin’s Hold: The Alliance Book 5 Related series: Lords of Kassis Magic, New Mexico Science ﬁction romance; sci-ﬁ romance; paranormal romance; alien romance; fantasy; romance, s.e. smith; se smith; sci-ﬁ series; Urban fantasy; paranormal series. http://sesmithﬂ.com
https://www.facebook.com/se.smith.5 You Do Something To Me (New York Sullivans) Oak Press, LLC "YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME is one of the best books in the Sullivans series! A very sweet, sexy, sizzling and poignant love story!" 5 stars Alec Sullivan has always believed he has it all. A billiondollar private aviation business. A penthouse apartment in New York City. Beautiful women who know better than to expect him ever to fall in love. And great siblings for whom he'd do anything. But when Alec's business partner passes away and leaves everything to a daughter Alec never knew about,
in an instant everything in his life turns upside down...all because of Cordelia. Cordelia always thought she was perfectly happy with her life. She owns a garden store she loves, lives in a pretty little cottage in the same town as her adoptive parents, and ﬁgures there's plenty of time to meet Mr. Right.
But she never counted on becoming the surprise heir to a fortune...or on meeting a man like Alec Sullivan. A shockingly sexy billionaire who makes her heart race and melt all at the same time. Neither Alec nor Cordelia plans on getting any closer than they have to. Only, how can either of them ﬁght
this kind of heat, this depth of desire? And when Cordelia needs Alec's support, it's pure instinct for him to be there for her. But when it's her turn to help him confront his deepest pain, will Alec let her in? Or will he push her away, just as he's pushed away everyone who's loved him for the past thirty
years... YOU DO SOMETHING TO ME is part of Bella Andre's USA Today and New York Times #1 bestselling series about The Sullivans. While it can easily be read as a stand-alone story, you'll likely enjoy reading the other books too. "You Do Something To Me is a brilliant love story! So sweet and tender.
If you love a happy ever after, this is the book for you!" "Another absolute home run by Bella Andre! A story of heartache, self-discovery, friendship, love and loss, and it was absolutely fantastic. I am now counting the days for the next Sullivan!" "Bella Andre has given us another Sullivan hit! I cannot
wait to read the next Sullivan adventure!" "Once again Bella Andre gives her readers another wonderful, amazing book about the Sullivans. You Do Something To Me is full of love, forgiveness and family!" SAN FRANCISCO SULLIVANS The Look of Love From This Moment On Can't Help Falling In Love I
Only Have Eyes For You If You Were Mine Let Me Be The One Come A Little Bit Closer Always On My Mind Kissing Under The Mistletoe SEATTLE SULLIVANS One Perfect Night The Way You Look Tonight It Must Be Your Love Just To Be With You I Love How You Love Me All I Ever Need Is You NEW YORK
SULLIVANS Every Beat Of My Heart Now That I've Found You Since I Fell For You Sweeter Than Ever The Best Is Yet To Come Can't Take My Eyes Oﬀ Of You You Do Something To Me Every Time We Fall In Love MAINE SULLIVANS Falling In Love All Over Again Your Love Is Mine There Goes My Heart When
You Kiss Me More Maine Sullivans are coming soon! Bella Andre is the New York Times, USA Today, Publishers Weekly and Wall Street Journal bestselling author of “The Sullivans”, “The Morrisons” and “The Maverick Billionaires” series. Her novels have been #1 bestsellers around the world and she has
sold more than 8 million books so far! Known for "sensual, empowered stories enveloped in heady romance" (Publishers Weekly), her books have been Cosmopolitan Magazine "Red Hot Reads" twice and have been translated into ten languages. There are more than 50,000 5 star reviews for Bella
Andre's books on Goodreads! Married with two children, Bella splits her time between the Northern California wine country, a log cabin in the Adirondack mountains of upstate New York, and a ﬂat in London overlooking the Thames. Dagger's Hope Montana Publishing New York Times and USA TODAY
Bestselling author of Science Fiction, Urban Fantasy, and Paranormal Romance brings another action, adventure, and suspense-ﬁlled story to transport readers out of this world. Dagger is a Trivator warrior. He is known for his dark and dangerous edge, making him the perfect warrior for impossible
missions. He fears nothing, until he meets a young, delicate human female who wakens his heart. Her gentle touch, soft voice, and her shy sense of humor touch him in a way he never thought could happen. The thought of anything harming something so beautiful and fragile ﬁlls him with terror. Jordan
Sampson is slowly adjusting to her new life on a strange planet far away from war-torn Earth. She had been seventeen when she was brought to the Trivator’s home world of Rathon along with her older sister, Jesse, and younger sister, Taylor, a couple years earlier. Fear, confusion, and uncertainty of
what the future holds threaten to drown her as she tries to ﬁt in. There is only one hope that keeps her going. It is the handsome alien male that stirs something deep inside her and makes her feel whole. When Dagger is captured during a mission and sold to the illegal Fight Rings, it is only the memory
of Jordan that keeps him going. Time blurs as he slowly sinks deeper and deeper into a world of violence and pain until he becomes more animal than Trivator. Jordan knows Dagger is out there, somewhere. She can feel him in her heart. The heart she gave to him the ﬁrst time he held her protectively in
his arms. When she discovers where he is being held, she refuses to let anything stop her from rescuing him. What Jordan doesn’t realize is that she has been Dagger’s hope during his captivity. The one thing that holds the thin thread to his sanity. The ﬁght to save Dagger takes Jordan on a journey that
she hopes they both survive. The star system is a dangerous place for a young human female and a damaged Trivator warrior. Can Jordan reach Dagger in time, and if she does, can she heal his shattered soul? More books in the Alliance series: Hunter’s Claim: The Alliance Book 1 Razor’s Traitorous
Heart: The Alliance Book 2 Dagger’s Hope: The Alliance Book 3 Saber’s Challenge: The Alliance Book 4 Destin’s Hold: The Alliance Book 5 Related series: Lords of Kassis Magic, New Mexico Science ﬁction romance; sci-ﬁ romance; paranormal romance; alien romance; fantasy; romance, s.e. smith; se
smith; sci-ﬁ series; Urban fantasy; paranormal series. http://sesmithﬂ.com https://www.facebook.com/se.smith.5 Wild Pride Twenty-three year old Riley Stern has lived in Wild Junction for two years, cultivating a mediocre life that she is content with. Just content. It's nothing special, but it's hers.Then
ﬁve locals move back into town after disappearing a decade before: the boys of the Kingson Estate. Brenton Kingson, Zachary Woods, Andrew Hicks, Troy and Gabe Walker.They have reputations that Riley needs to avoid, but they are sexy and powerful in ways that draw her to them. Then they tell her
she's only half-human and make her an oﬀer she doesn't want to refuse: join the pride, become part of the family, and learn everything about what she is.Too bad her body wants much more than to be part of the family. Too bad they also want more. Too bad that there is much more to this deal than
any of them know.Then, terrifying family secrets are revealed.Now that they just need to stop all hell from breaking loose.*This is a Reverse Harem series with graphic scenes, mature language, and mature themes. Suitable for ages 18+* Wrapped in Love Lexi Ryan A one-night stand with the boss
was never in her plans. Neither was falling in love . . . Return to Jackson Harbor for this sweet and sexy standalone Christmas romance. The rumors are true. I’m a hot mess with an awful track record at love. Single mom. Down on her luck. Yeah, I’m bad news. If the hardest part of moving back home to
Jackson Harbor was going to be people talking, I’d be ﬁne. I’ve kept my chin up through worse than their decade-old gossip. I was wrong. The hardest part is resisting my boss. Brayden Jackson is the very picture of tall, dark, and handsome. And thanks to an ill-advised one-night stand we had seven
months ago, I know exactly what I’m missing when I turn him down. Every. Single. Delicious. Inch. But I have my son to care for and my job to keep, so I’ll keep on saying no. Until my string of bad luck continues, and suddenly my precious four-year-old and I ﬁnd ourselves with nowhere to live. At
Christmas, no less. It’s for my son that I accept Brayden’s oﬀer to stay at his place. One by one, my defenses are falling, as fast as I am. If Brayden was smart, he’d run, because it’s only a matter of time before he realizes he deserves better than what a girl like me can oﬀer. Unless, for once, my bad
luck is leading me exactly where I need to be. The Dragonlings' Very Special Valentine Science Fiction Romance Montana Publishing A Dragonling's Magical Christmas A Dragonlings of Valdier novella Montana Publishing USA Today Bestseller! The Valdier, Saraﬁn, and Curizan Lords had
children who just cannot stop getting into trouble! There is nothing as cute or funny as magical, shapeshifting kids, and nothing as heartwarming as family. When Ariel mentions another human holiday, the women get excited. They aren’t the only ones, though. The Dragon Lords and their friends decide
they want to be part of the planning this time. Things get a little out of hand when the men begin competing with each other to create the best Christmas ever for the dragonlings, Roam, and Alice. While telling the children tales of St. Nick, Rudolph, Frosty, and the Old Dragon of the Mountain, they try
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to light up the palace like never before and turn it into the new North Pole. Just when the women think they have everything under control, panic ignites when the children take it upon themselves to search for the legendary dragon threatening to steal the Magic of Christmas! Now, their parents are in a
race to ﬁnd the dragonlings before they lose them forever. Will they be able to ﬁnd them and celebrate the magic of the season or will the Dragon of the Mountain keep them hidden forever? Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of mischief and adventure.
Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! {1. Parent Romance with brief explicit content. 2. Family Life – Kids’ Adventures. 3. Fantasy. 4. Paranormal – Shifters. 5. Holiday. 6. Novella. 7. Science Fiction} Having Her Enemy's
Secret Shifter Baby - Howls Romance (Paranormal Shapeshifter Createspace Independent Publishing Platform She's pregnant and he's determined to have her under his roof and in his bed...no matter the cost! Reese can't get the delectable she-wolf Jane Coleman out of his mind. They shared
one passionate night on a Ft. Lauderdale beach and she disappeared by morning. He should forget her, but his wolf won't let him dismiss the memories of her silken skin, lush curves, and seductive smile. Even as he ﬁghts to keep his lands out of the hands of a rival pack, he can't suppress his constant
craving for the female werewolf. The last place he expects to ﬁnd the alluring stranger is at the side of his sworn enemy-her father. He should crush her father and walk away, but one sniﬀ changes Reese's plans. Jane is pregnant with his pup and he will have them both! Ha'ven's Song Curizan
Warrior Montana Publishing Emma Watson is a withdrawn and damaged human female, but once Ha ven, Crown Prince of the Curizans, sees her, he can t imagine loving anyone else." The Dark Prince's Prize Montana Publishing Royal Flush…. Prince Adalard Ha’darra’s mission is simple—stay out of
trouble while on Earth. His plans to enjoy his time with a few pleasurable distractions change when his transport is sabotaged, forcing him to land miles from Paul Grove’s remote ranch. When a stranger stops to give him a lift to his destination, he sees the colors of her aura and is stunned to discover
his mate! Samara Lee-Stephens has lived with the Lee-Stephens curse her entire life. Determined to break it, she focuses on earning enough money to one day leave her family’s reputation behind. She is furious when her stupid brothers drag her into their messed up lives—by losing her in a poker
game! As if her life wasn’t complicated enough, she soon ﬁnds herself fascinated by the Grove ranch’s newest client who claims to be an alien prince! Adalard and Samara discover that time may change them, but not their enemies. Can Adalard and Samara survive the challenges that threaten to tear
them apart, or will their enemies succeed despite the precautions and sacriﬁces they’ve taken? **If you love romance in the style of Nalini Singh, Christine Feehan, J.R. Ward, Ilona Andrews, Patricia Briggs, Dianne Duvall, Grace Goodwin, and Laurell K. Hamilton and you're a fan of out-of-this world space
adventures like Starman, Star Trek, Star Wars, Stargate, and all the exciting SciFi Romance movies out there, be sure to read internationally acclaimed, NYT and USAT Bestselling Author S.E. Smith's book series! Adventure and hot romance all in one place! Over TWO MILLION books sold! Tags:
multicultural, royalty, alien romance, sci-ﬁ romance, sciﬁ romance, sciﬁ alien romance, science ﬁction romance, fantasy romance, urban fantasy romance, paranormal romance, psychic romance, paranormal contemporary, telepathy, space travel, strong female, strong male, human female, alien male,
destiny, alien contact, aliens among us, alien mate, fated mate, telepathic mates, mental connection, mind, mental link, ﬁrst love, instalove, destined love, trauma, warrior, military, magic, adventure, power, escape, suspense, toxic family, found family, loving family, steamy, NC-17, unforeseen, angst,
action, award, thriller, crime, mechanic, twin The Dragonlings' Easter Including The Great Easter Bunny Hunt The Valdier, Saraﬁn, and Curizan Lords had children who just cannot stop getting into trouble! There is nothing as cute or funny as magical, shape-shifting kids, and nothing as
heartwarming as a family. When Abby creates a set of Easter Eggs for each dragonling, she has no idea she is about to start a new tradition on Valdier. What happens when the men and the dragonlings take the hunt for the colorful eggs to heart? Laughter and a whole lot of crispy eggs! Internationally
acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of mischief and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Now including a bonus novella! The Great Easter Bunny Hunt Alien eggs can only mean one thing - an
adventure! A pile of unusual eggs leads to an exciting Easter egg hunt for the kids and the adults alike in this delightful holiday tale. The children must work together to recover Jabir's coveted eggs after the Great Easter Bunny is caught taking them away. Can the Dragonlings and their besties save the
day? Twin Dragons' Destiny Montana Publishing USA Today Bestseller! Twin dragons have been feared above all other dragon-shifters because of Barrack and Brogan, the original twin dragons, who became murderously insane. Their new story begins with their death. Barrack and Brogan have
memories of their death – and it isn't a pleasant one. When the Goddess Aikaterina gives them a second chance at life – and at ﬁnding their true mate – they are willing to do whatever it takes to change their destiny. What they didn’t expect is that it would be so diﬃcult! It turns out that their true mate
is a human, a species they have limited knowledge about, from a planet they have never visited. With time running out, it doesn't take them long to realize that this may be one battle that will take all of their skills to win. Delilah Rosewater is haunted by dreams of her death. She doesn't understand why
the dreams feel so real, or why she knows that time is running out for her. Her frustration strengthens as she searches for the one person she feels could understand her increasing panic - Sara Wilson. She is shocked when instead of ﬁnding Sara, she comes face-to-face with two irritating men who claim
to be from another world! Caught in an unexpected snowstorm in the Appalachian Mountains, Delilah doesn't know what to think of the two men and their wild claims of a powerful Goddess, alien worlds, and new destinies…. Main Content: 206 (6x9) pages, 65,949 words Internationally acclaimed S.E.
Smith presents a new action-packed story to transport readers out of this world! Brimming with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite. The King's Quest Montana Publishing King Tamblin, ruler of the Kingdom of Glitter, prepares for
battle after the aliens foretold by his sister, Tia, return to his world. He will stop at nothing to prevent the creatures from decimating their small moon again. Yet, there is little he or the Kingdom of the Sand People can do to stop the invasion. With all hope fading, Tia tells him that he must go on a quest
to ﬁnd the beautiful and mysterious Arosa, Queen of the Wood Fairies, and ask for her help. Arosa, considered a Goddess on many worlds she visits, is stunned when a playful trick to entertain the Dragonlings of Valdier turns her life upside down. She never expects to feel the strange yet exhilarating
emotions that Tamblin stirs inside her. Her kind were supposed to observe other species, not fall in love with them! When the small bat she sent to guard over Tamblin alerts her that he is in danger, she will risk breaking the rules to protect him. Arosa recognizes love, but will the King return her feelings
when he discovers that she is more than just the Queen of the Wood Fairies—that she has the power to not only save his world, but create entire galaxies? Previously released in Pets in Space 5, The King's Quest now stands alone as its own novella! The Baby Bargain A Once a Marine Series Book
Entangled: Indulgence Baby Bargain: A Once a Marine Series Book by Jennifer Apodaca: Seeing Adam Waters is the last thing veterinarian Megan Young expects. Ex-Marine. Ex-boyfriend. And still extremely dangerous territory. But Adam doesn't know the secret Megan has been keeping from him. The
secret that was created three years ago, after their last night together... Adam returns to Raven's Cove to sell his home in a ﬁnal break with the town and memories that haunt him. The problem is that his attraction to Megan is as blazing hot as it ever was. But when a vicious smear campaign against
Megan turns ugly, Adam learns the truth he never knew—he has a son. Now the only way Megan can protect her child is to strike a bargain with Adam. And it's a bargain that looks a lot like blackmail... Each book in the Once a Marine series is STANDALONE: *The Baby Bargain *Her Temporary Hero
*Exposing the Heiress Jaguin's Love Can stand alone! Montana Publishing Cornering Carmen CreateSpace Carmen Walker has spent the last three years of her life focusing on avenging the murder of her husband. Following leads to the man responsible, she ﬁnally has a chance to bring closure to
the overwhelming pain and grief that is slowly eating away at her. Catching a ride on the business jet her sister is co-piloting, she heads to California to meet with her informant. Plans change when one of the women on board is kidnapped when they land and Carmen is mortally wounded. She wakes to
ﬁnd herself on board an alien warship heading to a distant world.Creon Reykill's skills as a warrior are legendary among the Valdier. He is credited with ending the wars between the Valdier and the Cruizan and Saraﬁn worlds and building a strong alliance with their former enemies. But, that victory
came at a cost. Creon has given up hope of ever ﬁnding his true mate, believing his soul is too dark to ever be gifted with one.That all changes when a small, delicate female unlike anything he has ever seen before is brought to his world. The moment he sees her, he knows she belongs to him. His
dragon will do anything to claim her, his symbiot will do anything to protect her, and he would do anything to chase the shadows from her eyes. For he knows he has found the light to his darkness. Now, the challenge will be to corner her long enough for her to realize he is the only one in the universe
who can heal her shattered heart. She will ﬁght him at every turn to return home to ﬁnish what she has started. He will do everything in his power to keep her by his side. It will take every skill he possesses to stay one step ahead of her. Can he convince her to give love a second chance before she risks
everything - including her life - for revenge? Dawn's Early Light A Ministry of Peculiar Occurrences Novel Penguin Working for the Ministry of Peculiar Occurrences, one sees innumerable technological wonders. But even veteran agents Braun and Books are unprepared for what the electrifying
future holds in the third novel in the steampunk adventure series. After being ignominiously shipped out of England following their participation in the Janus aﬀair, Braun and Books are ready to prove their worth as agents. But what starts as a simple mission in the States—intended to keep them out of
trouble—suddenly turns into a scandalous and convoluted case that has connections reaching as far as Her Majesty the Queen. Even with the help of two American agents from the Oﬃce of the Supernatural and the Metaphysical, Braun and Books have their work cut out for them as their chief suspect
in a rash of nautical and aerial disasters is none other than Thomas Edison. Between the fantastic electric machines of Edison, the eccentricities of MoPO consultant Nikola Tesla, and the mysterious machinations of a new threat known only as the Maestro, they may ﬁnd themselves in far worse danger
than they ever have been in before… A Witch's Touch A Seven Kingdoms Tale 3 Montana Publishing Razor's Traitorous Heart Montana Publishing Hot, sexy, alpha alien male, deﬁant human warrior—the heat has been turned up to high in this explosive love story! Kali Parks is a shadow in the war
between two factions that are ﬁghting to gain control of Chicago. Born and raised on the streets, she stands as a silent sentinel at her brother’s side as he battles to gain control. She will do whatever it takes to bring peace to those she has pledged her life to protect, including ﬁghting against the
creatures that came to their world almost six years before. Razor, a councilman for the Alliance, has been sent to oversee the remaining Trivator troops on Earth and make sure the transition for the induction of Earth into the Alliance goes smoothly. He is the one the Alliance calls when they have a
situation that needs to be resolved once and for all. His reputation for dealing with diﬃcult rebels is renowned. He asks no questions and takes no prisoners. His job is to eliminate all threats to the Alliance. He ﬁnds himself torn between duty and something he is unfamiliar with, his heart. When a
shadow warrior saves his life and disappears, he discovers his world is no longer as cut and dry as he thought. The more he learns, the more he discovers he is not immune to the warrior’s passionate desire to ﬁght to protect her people. Forced by duty to settle the conﬂict, he must decide between the
Alliance and his own desire to claim the unwilling warrior. When the conﬂict escalates, he does the only thing he can; he makes a pact with one of the factions in exchange for a prize that will surely cause a battle of a diﬀerent kind – the one for his traitorous heart. Will he be able to claim her before she
escapes from him again? Or worse, will she sacriﬁce her life to protect those she loves before he can? More books in the Alliance series: Hunter’s Claim: The Alliance Book 1 Razor’s Traitorous Heart: The Alliance Book 2 Dagger’s Hope: The Alliance Book 3 Saber’s Challenge: The Alliance Book 4 Destin’s
Hold: The Alliance Book 5 Related series: Lords of Kassis Magic, New Mexico Science ﬁction romance; sci-ﬁ romance; paranormal romance; alien romance; fantasy; romance, s.e. smith; se smith; sci-ﬁ series; Urban fantasy; paranormal series. http://sesmithﬂ.com https://www.facebook.com/se.smith.5
Twin Dragons CreateSpace Melina Franklin was barely sixteen when she and her grandfather were kidnapped from their small farm in Georgia by an alien trader and sold to an Antrox mining asteroid in deep space. Mistaken for a young boy, she lives in fear of being found out and sold. Her only
companionship for the next four years is her grandfather and the Pactors, a large creature used for hauling the mining ore that she takes care of. She dreams of the day when she and her grandfather will somehow escape and return home to the rolling green hills of their farm.Calo and Cree Aryeh have
been secured as the personal guards for Creon Reykill's mate, Carmen Walker. The twin brothers are a rare species of dragon known for their ﬁerceness in battle. Born to the mystic dragon clan of the Northern Mountains, they have given their allegiance to the Dragon Lords vowing to serve and protect
the royal family and their new true mates. The brothers know they will never be able to have a true mate of their own. Never in the history of their clan have twin dragons been able to ﬁnd a mate capable of handling two male dragons. They can only hope that they die in battle so they are not destined
to be caged when the loneliness eventually drives their dragons insane.The twin dragons are confused when two humans are discovered on an abandon asteroid mine. The old man and his grandson appear normal enough but their dragons and their symbiots are driving them crazy, insisting the boy is
their true mate. Neither know how to handle the other two parts of themselves or their need to remain close to the boy. On top of that, the young human male refuses to have anything to do with either of them. He hides and avoids them every time they get near him.Things become clearer when they
discover Mel is really Melina. Unfortunately, ﬁnding out their true mate is really a woman does little to change her feelings toward them. She is even more determined to return to her world.When her wish comes true, the brothers know they have no choice but to kidnap her and hide her away. Can they
convince her to give them a chance at happiness or will she seek protection from the royal family they have vowed to serve? If that is not bad enough, there is another who has his eye on their mate and will do whatever is necessary to keep her – including killing the twin dragons who have claimed her
ﬁrst. Hearts at War The Sea King's Lady A Seven Kingdoms Tale 2 Montana Publishing Tink's Neverland Cosmos' Gateway Book 1 Montana Publishing She touched his hand, and everything changed.... Jasmine “Tinker” Bell has always had a love for life, looking forward to any new adventure
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that happens to come along, but when a friend’s experiment creates a portal to another world, she ﬁnds herself immersed in far more adventure than she ever dreamed. J’kar ’Tag Krell Manok had given up hope of ever ﬁnding his bond mate. Then a pint-size female unlike anything he has ever seen
suddenly appears on his spaceship to save the life of his brother, and disappears just as suddenly. He will do anything, follow her anywhere, to get her back - and he just might be able to do that, because she left a very important piece of technology behind... Discover new worlds, new species, and the
hilarity that can ensue when Tink, an eternally optimistic, quirky, small town mechanic meets J’kar, a serious Prime warrior from a far-oﬀ galaxy who is used to being in control! Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of adventure and romance. Brimming with her
signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 69,314 words, 203 (6x9) pages Romance (love, explicit sexual content) | Science Fiction – Aliens, Portal | Paranormal | Romantic Comedy | Action/Adventure Choosing Riley Montana
Publishing Readers' Crown Finalist! A brash, kick-ass heroine with a hidden vulnerability and an arrogant king forced to be a slave... Riley St. Claire has always followed her own rules. When she discovers her employer’s secret, she has to leave town in a hurry or end up buried with the dead guy she
found, but when Riley is picked up by a passing trader from another world, she ends up a little farther away than she intended. After the King of Saraﬁn, Vox d’Rojah, was captured and sold to a mining operation, the last thing he expected to ﬁnd was his bride mate. Vox isn’t sure which would be easier:
another war with the Valdier or holding on to the human who will be his Queen. Fighting pirates, traders – and Riley – this will be one heck of an escape! Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid
landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Saving Runt Cosmos’ Gateway Book 7 Montana Publishing Amelia ‘Runt’ Thomas’ life revolves around a dangerous game of cat and mouse with the most ruthless criminals in the world. She follows two codes: the code
of hackers and her personal code of honor to bring down anyone who thinks they’re untouchable. She is on target until one fateful night when the touch of a strange man sends an unexpected shock wave through her. Now, the faint whispers in her head are growing louder and more annoying,
distracting her from her mission. Derik ‘Tag Krell Manok’s search for the mysterious woman who changed his life nearly two years before is ﬁnally over. As a Prime warrior from another world, he knew the moment he touched Amelia that she was his bond-mate—but she disappeared before he could
whisk her away to safety. He is determined not to let that happen again, but he also knows that he needs to proceed with caution because Amelia is unlike any woman he has ever known before. As their connection grows, so does Derik’s fear that he will be unable to keep Amelia safe from a man who is
just as determined to ﬁnd her and use her amazing talents for his own devious purposes. Find out what happens when an alien warrior, a determined AI named RITA, and a few other surprising twists come together to save a special woman named Runt! Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith has been
awarded USA Today Bestseller 14 times! Now she’s returning with another sci-ﬁ world to get lost in. A paranormal crime thriller with a slow burn romance and your favorite characters from the Cosmos’ Gateway Series. The Old Dragon of the Mountain's Christmas Montana Publishing Born
prematurely, Christoﬀ wasn’t as big or as strong as the other younglings, but when the mountain near his family’s farm awakens, he is sure that he is the only one who can quiet it. He spends the next few centuries watching over the the village that shunned him, dreaming of the day he can move on to
his next life, a life that he hopes will include a true mate. He knows his time has come when the mountain begins to tremble again. What he doesn’t expect is a group of younglings who suddenly appear in the hopes of saving a thing called Christmas. The mountain will erupt this time though, and
Christoﬀ will ﬁnally get a new life – on a strange planet light years away with a woman who sees beneath his deformity to the warrior hidden within. Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid
landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 106 (6x9) pages, 34,057 words Merrick's Maiden Montana Publishing USA Today Bestseller! Merrick Ta’Duran is the leader of the Eastern Mountain Clan on the Prime world of Baade, and he feels the weight
of responsibility as the males within his clan become desperate to ﬁnd mates among the few remaining females. When word comes that a new species has been discovered, he knows he must do what is right for his people – even if it means traveling to a strange, alien realm to do it. While on Earth, he
is injured, captured, and experimented on. After months of captivity, he fears his life will end here – until a chance encounter gives him hope. Addie Banks’ world has been one of silence since a devastating illness when she was sixteen. Now an adult, she goes to school during the day and works at night
to put herself through college. It’s during her shift at Keiser Research that she stumbles across something she wasn’t supposed to see. Now she hears a voice in her head - and it is driving her crazy. Her only hope for peace is to help the creature talking to her escape from the men holding him.
Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 64,131 words, 197 (6x9) pages Romance (love, explicit sexual
content) | Action/Adventure Thriller | Science Fiction – Aliens, Portal | Paranormal Core’s Attack Montana Publishing Thrust into a deadly game…. Avery Lennox has been called many names, but bond mate was never one of them. Her position as Chief Security Oﬃcer for Cosmos Raines guarantees that
her life will never be boring—especially after her genius boss decides to open a portal between Earth and Baade, a world ﬁlled with an annoying, male-dominated species called Prime—but after meeting one particular alien, Avery decides to pursue him through the portal. The trip to another world
was…indescribable, but it’s when she returns home that Avery is in the most danger. Someone else is as fascinated with Core as she is, and believes Avery is the perfect bait. From the moment Core Ta’Duran met Avery, he was captivated by the human woman who shields herself with an icy demeanor
and a gun. Avery knows he wants a lifetime with her, and even though she is ﬁghting their bond, she still appears on his world with a tantalizing oﬀer: three days together with no questions, no ties, and no regrets. When he follows her back to Earth, instead of ﬁnding Avery, he discovers a menacing
message left for him: agree to be hunted or Avery dies. Can Avery and Core turn the tables on the ruthless killer who wants to display Core as a trophy in his private collection, or will Core lose the most crucial battle of his life? Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full
of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Destin's Hold Science Fiction Romance Montana Publishing Capturing Cara Dragon Lords of Valdier Montana Publishing LLC New York Times and
USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction and Paranormal Romance brings another action, adventure, and suspense-ﬁlled story to transport readers out of this world.Cara Truman is a pint-size pistol whose inquisitive nature has gotten her into trouble on more than one occasion. Her next
adventure takes her farther than she ever expected when she ends up on a journey out of this world.Trelon Reykill thought he had his hands full. A militant group of Curizans had captured his brother Zoran, and he was busy trying to fortify the Valdier defenses against the Saraﬁn Warriors, even as his
dragon was roaring for him to ﬁnd a mate. He was furious about the ﬁrst, excited about the second, and pissed about the last. The last thing he expected to ﬁnd on the primitive planet his brother has taken refuge on was his true mate. Now, he has a whole new set of problems... capturing Cara long
enough to make her his. His symbiot loves her, his dragon wants her, and he can't catch her. On top of all that, someone is trying to kill her. His solution: Capture Cara and love her so well she will never want to escape him--if he can. Viper's Deﬁant Mate Saraﬁn Warriors Book 2 Montana Publishing
USA Today Bestseller! A hilarious action/adventure thriller that can be read as a standalone! Tina St. Claire was ﬁnally happy with her life until her older sister, Riley, suddenly disappeared. Tina suspects Riley’s boss had something to do with it, and sets out to get proof. Soon though, she inadvertently
leads the danger back to her home, and the unexpected arrival of an eerie stranger is more frightening than helpful, though he does eventually give her and Grandma Pearl a packet he claims is from Riley. Prince Viper d’Rojah is not happy when he is sent on a special mission by his older brother Vox,
King of the Saraﬁn cat-shifters. He has handled tougher assignments in his sleep and just wants to get back to ﬁnding the traitors trying to kill him and his family! Soon though, events spiral out of control and it’s all Viper can do to keep Tina and her gun-toting grandmother alive. The question is, how is
he going to survive when the women discover his plans to kidnap them? Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and mischief. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main
Content: 188 (6x9) pages, 62,704 words A Warrior's Heart Marastin Dow Warriors Book 1.1 Montana Publishing Only the most ruthless Marastin Dow are allowed to live, and Evetta and Hanine have murdered enough of their own to stay alive, but they desperately want a diﬀerent life. When they
meet two human brothers ﬁghting for their lives, the sisters are in agreement: this alliance could be their only chance. Main Content: 82 (6x9) pages, 25,865 words Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of mystery and intrigue. Brimming with her signature humor,
vivid landscapes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! The Dragon's Treasure A Seven Kingdoms Tale 1 Createspace Independent Publishing Platform Internationally acclaimed, New York Times and USA TODAY Bestselling author of Science Fiction, Urban Fantasy,
and Paranormal Romance brings another action, adventure, and suspense-ﬁlled story to transport readers out of this world. Choose your treasure carefully, thief... Drago, King of the Isle of Dragons, is the last of the magniﬁcent dragons of the Seven Kingdoms. Bitter and alone, he abandons the
emptiness of his realm and retreats to the caverns beneath the palace. In the form of his dragon, he remains hidden from the world, protecting the Dragon's Heart, the last legacy of his people - until he is disturbed by a most unlikely thief. Carly Tate's trip to Yachats State Park takes an unexpected turn
when she is caught in a sudden storm. Seeking shelter, she stumbles through a magical doorway into a cavern ﬁlled with treasure! Yet, as incredible as the piles of glittering gold and jewels are, her gaze is transﬁxed by the slumbering form of a magniﬁcent dragon. Carly's appearance begins a series of
events that will not only change Drago's life, but will aﬀect all of the Seven Kingdoms. Can a centuries old dragon protect his most valuable treasure, or will the evil that destroyed his race take Carly from him as well? Hunter's Claim The Alliance Montana Publishing Jesse s rescue of an alien warrior
on Earth leads to a new life for her and her sisters when they are taken to a distant world to start over." The Beast Prince Montana Publishing A Beauty and the Beast short story with a thrilling twist. This sexy page-turner will turn the fairy tale on its head! Lisa Tootles steps through an enchanted
doorway. On the other side is a Prince that has been cursed. Sharden is running out of time. Cursed before he was even born, he waits by the doorway for the one the witch said could break the spell. What he gets is a curvy human woman who doesn’t have a clue that his world even existed, much less
how to break a curse. Internationally acclaimed S.E. Smith presents a new action-packed story full of romance and adventure. Brimming with her signature humor, vivid scenes, and beloved characters, this book is sure to be another fan favorite! Main Content: 51 (5x8) pages, 13,719 words Paul's
Pursuit Dragon Lords of Valdier Montana Publishing Paul s missing daughter suddenly appears with a warrior from another world, and he realizes he has to return with her to her new home or lose her forever."
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